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My background contributes to my ability to connect with diverse groups
of students. I was an undergraduate student at a community college, and
then at a state university, a graduate student and then visiting professor at
Cornell, and a father of two bright children. For many years before returning
to education I traveled the country and formed many intense friendships with
a wide variety of people. I look for ways to be expressive and creative, so that
my teaching is fresh, even when the subject matter is centuries old. A recent
talk I gave to a two-year college audience of 70 at Hartnell, in Salinas, CA,
can be viewed here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FKVQoavRv9w. It
illustrates my creativity and ability to engage a general audience.

Leading by asking questions is an integral device of my teaching. Un-
dergraduate students are still learning how to learn. Asking questions is the
best tool they can develop to attain any understanding they lack. In what
situations will this fail? What type of object is this? I find that vocalizing
questions encourages them to do the same. What happens when we drop
one of these two hypotheses? Can a linear subspace be in two disconnected
pieces? I pay particular attention to anticipate common misconceptions and
replace these with a host of examples and pictures. Sometimes these ques-
tions lead to conversations with the students. For example, do imaginary
numbers exist? Asking students what they think allows them to express how
they understand the material and enables me to help where it is needed.
Motivation is another key component of my teaching. I emphasize that defi-
nitions have reasons for existing, and make as many connections to previous
and upcoming material and to the real world as possible.

This semester I am teaching two of seven introductory calculus courses,
and leading the other five lecturers. In the fall of 2015 I taught a multivari-
ate course for engineers, for 107 Cornell undergraduates. I had their names
memorized the second day of class, and continued dialogues throughout the
semester with those who chose to participate. My evaluations for the course
are largely very positive. Over the summer semester of 2013 I taught The Art
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of Secret Writing, a survey course in cryptology. Exploring a wide breadth
of material offered an interesting contrast to my experiences instructing cal-
culus. In addition to “Invitation to Cryptology,” a math text by Thomas
Barr, we read “The Code Book,” by Simon Singe, which gave a fascinating
history of cryptography. Teaching from a literature text required me to draw
on my experiences as a student of humanities courses. Meetings which be-
gan with a quiz on the reading were followed by a round-table discussion.
We brainstormed cryptographic methods, critiqued the writing, and related
portions of the history in discussion. We wrote secret messages, foiled each
other’s communications and viewed film and animations on cryptography. In
the process we got to answer the question “why do we study mathematics?”

Being a teaching assistant for upper division courses has given me expe-
rience with the other end of the spectrum: serious math students who are
midway through their development. I have been a teaching assistant for eight
courses in topology and analysis, including our graduate algebraic topology
course, in addition to being a TA for history of math, intro to algebra, and all
the main lower division courses. I have also privately tutored many students
in these areas. Here, the material and seriousness of the student is different,
but the teaching philosophy is essentially the same: encourage questions,
draw attention to motivation and connect concepts as much as possible.

I have enjoyed writing up TeXed notes for my students on technical sub-
jects such as the difference between pointwise, local, and global properties for
an introduction to real analysis course; on quantifiers and variables in the ε-δ
definition of continuity for my calculus students; and notes on two different
types of cryptographic systems. I am also interested in developing new me-
dia to supplement standard materials. I prefer chalk and slate to PowerPoint
presentations, but I’ve used animations (inside Beamer) to communicate ge-
ometry in talks given on my own research. These I animated with Flash. I am
interested in developing more animations aimed at a variety of levels. I’m
also interested in developing an audio course series on upper division and
first year graduate courses. These would be supplements to textbooks, to
get students acquainted with the vocabulary and in particular to strengthen
their ability to understand spoken mathematics. I expect this project will
span over many years and I hope to learn more about learning in the process.
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